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Dear Ms Mazzoni,

Thank you for your letter of 2 June 2010 in which you describe the situation of a 
petitioner in relation to possible grounds for discrimination against disabled persons. 
You also request information about the measures adopted by the Spanish Presidency 
with respect to the new Directive against discrimination.

First of all, I would like to inform you that, given the areas involved, it is the 
Ministry of Equality that is dealing with this Directive. The Ministry of Health and 
Social Policy, which is responsible for policies on disability, is cooperating closely 
with the Ministry of Equality on this issue, as well as with the organisations for 
persons with disabilities represented in Spain by CERMI.

I am delighted to inform you that during the first half of 2010, when Spain held the 
Presidency of the European Union, there were four meetings of the Council of the 
European Union's social affairs working group. Progress was made in the 
negotiations on this Directive at these meetings, with agreement being reached in 
various cases on the content of different articles. On other articles, the final text was 
consolidated, and all parties involved also raised new topics for discussion. The 
outcome of these four meetings held under the auspices of the Council was a text 
distributed to the Member States which will serve as the basis for continuing the 
negotiations.

Over and above this Directive, various important initiatives in the Ministry of Health 
and Social Policy's field of responsibility were taken during this six-month period to 
promote the rights of persons with disabilities.

First of all, as you already know, there was the approval of the Council Conclusions
on disability regarding the mainstreaming of disability in future European policies. 
Also, an informal meeting of Ministers responsible for disability policy was held on 
19 May in Zaragoza followed by a conference attended by 350 representatives of 
disability organisations from throughout Europe.



The Spanish Presidency, together with the European Commission, has also promoted 
the creation of an award for Europe's most accessible cities.

Finally, on 23 June, we sought to inform MEPs and European disability 
organisations about what the Spanish Presidency of the European Union had 
achieved in the field of disability by co-organising a conference with the European 
Parliament's Disability Intergroup which was held at the European Parliament in 
Brussels.

At any rate, and in accordance with the provisions of the Lisbon Treaty, the Spanish 
Presidency has worked within the trio Presidency system, cooperating closely with 
our Belgian and Hungarian partners on an 18-month programme which will the 
ensure continuity for the initiative taken by the Spanish Presidency.

I would like to conclude by reiterating the Spanish Government's firm commitment 
to combating all forms of discrimination and to defending the rights of persons with 
disabilities. This pre-dated our 6-month Presidency, was a feature of it and will, of 
course, continue to be the case.

Yours sincerely,

Trinidad Jiménez García-Herrera


